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Follow your own recipe
Joyous dinner parties with lots of friends or a quiet corner for a relax-
ing cup of hot brew? Free up time for the things that matter in your 
life. With a nice and organized kitchen, you can streamline everyday 
routines to suit your way of living.

Your wishes and dreams, your available space and what style and 
colour you like – many things affect your choice. Lucky then, that there 
is such a wide range to choose from and a solution for every taste and 
price tag. And if you need help to get started or move forward, you can 
benefit from a range of practical services.

Feeling inspired?
Check out IKEA.ca/kitchens
for more ideas!

What's on the menu?

Our kitchens
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Customized and personal 6

ENHET
Creativity with ready-made combinations 52
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Basic functionality 60

SUNNERSTA
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Warranties
Stay satisfied with your purchase 64

Services
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Our kitchens
Whether you are looking for the kitchen of your 
dreams that fits perfectly into your home or a 
more basic version that is easier to purchase and 
faster to install – there is one for every taste and 
price tag. Check out our different kitchens to find 
the one that suits your needs the best. Find more 
details at IKEA.ca.

SEKTION for endless possibilities
If you want a customizable kitchen that uses your space 
optimally and has a wide selection of fronts in many styles 
and colours, as well as interior organizers for perfect 
organization on the inside, the SEKTION kitchen system is 
your choice. It requires attention to detail when it comes to 
measuring and planning, but the reward is a kitchen that 
has precisely the functions and look you desire.

ENHET for creative simplicity
Explore the possibilities of open and closed storage 
while spending less time planning, shopping and install-
ing. Choose one of our many ready-made ENHET kitch-
ens as is, or fine-tune it online with the ENHET kitchen 
configurator.

SUNNERSTA 
mini-kitchen
If you want a kitchen that 
fits into a smaller space, 
SUNNERSTA is there to 
help you out. And if you 
move, this affordable 
and easily assembled 
unit can go with you.

KNOXHULT for basic needs
When a basic kitchen is all you need and you don’t feel like 
making tons of decisions along the way, our KNOXHULT 
kitchen units offer you a complete kitchen without the frills. 
Just add a sink, a faucet, appliances and knobs or handles. 

Find the way to your 
dream kitchen
Make the path to your new kitchen as smooth as possible. We have the 
tools that you need to get started (and finish it, too). Just follow the 
steps below to ensure that your buying process goes well. For more in-
formation about our different kitchens and services, talk to our kitchen 
experts at your local IKEA store or visit us at IKEA.ca.

Find your style
It's time to dream a little, consider your needs and decide what you want from your kitchen. 
Check out this brochure, our buying guides, visit IKEA.ca/kitchens or your local IKEA 
store for more information on the highly customizable SEKTION, the ready-made ENHET 
kitchens that you can tweak in the ENHET kitchen configurator, or a simpler KNOXHULT or 
SUNNERSTA kitchen.

Measure
The measurements will form the foundation of your planning. To see what to measure, pick 
up a copy of the planning guide at your local IKEA store or download it at IKEA.ca/kitchens. 
Make sure that your selected kitchen fits your space and invest a little extra time if you have 
chosen a completely optimized SEKTION kitchen or a ready-made ENHET solution. Contact 
our kitchen experts at your local IKEA store if you have any questions. 

Plan
Planning your kitchen is when your dreams and ideas take shape. Use our 3D IKEA 
planning tool to start planning your SEKTION kitchen at IKEA.ca/kitchens. The ENHET 
kitchen configurator will help you tweak your ENHET ready-made solutions in the best way. 
If KNOXHULT is your choice, you can check out all available units online. And if you're in 
need of a professional, we’re here to help. 

Order
When you're satisfied with your kitchen plan, ordering your kitchen is easy. Our kitchen 
experts can provide an installation price quote (if available for your installation address) as 
well as help arrange delivery of your kitchen. Most IKEA locations carry the complete range 
of kitchens in their stores so it's possible for you to take it home yourself. Contact your local 
store to check for availability. 

Install
IKEA kitchens are designed to be installed by you, but we're here to offer as much help as 
you need. You can start by picking up the Installation guide from the store on online, which 
gives step-by-step instructions on how to install your kitchen. Visit IKEA.ca/kitchens to learn 
more about our installation service.

Planning & design services
If you need support with a basic plan-
ning or a complete interior design solu-
tion, discuss your ideas with our team of 
kitchen experts. We'll help you nail them 
down in detail. 

Kitchen planning
Put your creativity to work! Our easy-to-
use online planning tools help you make 
your kitchen dream come true. Check 
them out at IKEA.ca/kitchens

See more information on how to shop 
our different kitchen systems and our 
service offer at IKEA.ca/kitchens



Customized harmony
Feel right at home in a kitchen tailored to your needs – the flexible 
SEKTION kitchen system offers almost endless storage and style 
opportunities.
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1 HULTARP
Free up your counter space 
and keep things close at hand.

2

4 HAVSEN
ceramic sink. 
Fits 24” wide cabinet

3

5

6 SEKTION/ENKÖPING KITCHEN. 
White/walnut wood effect foil finish

The SEKTION kitchen system, sinks 
and pre-cut laminate countertops 
have a free 25-year limited warranty.

 1 HULTARP rail. Combines with other accessories in the HULTARP series. Powder-
coated steel. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. RA L23 1/2”. Black 004.487.69

 2 HULTARP hook  5 pack. Combines with other accessories in the HULTARP series. 
Powder-coated steel. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. H2 3/4”. Black 104.444.45

 3 EDSVIK dual-control kitchen faucet. Chrome-plated brass. RA H12 5/8 Chrome 
plated 304.955.23

 4 HAVSEN sink. Fits in cabinet frames 24” wide. Ceramic. W21xD19xH7 7/8”. White 
192.537.28

 5 SKRUVSHULT knob 2 pack. Clear laqcuered zinc. Designer: Hanna Grann Dalrot. 
Diameter 11/16” Anthracite 805.074.82

 6 SEKTION/ENKÖPING kitchen. White/walnut foil finish with tempered glass doors 
and MAXIMERA soft closing drawers.

        RA = REQUIRES ASSEMBLY
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Stay organized, save space
Prepare for busy breakfasts and messy meals with classic-looking 
ENKÖPING fronts, featuring a surface that is resistant to moisture and 
easy to clean.

SUPERKALL
built-in refrigerator/freezer.
Free 5-year limited warranty.

1

A built-in fridge/freezer has 
the same front as the rest of 
your cabinets to give a more 
streamlined expression.

2 UTRUSTA
pull-out work surface

Use the UTRUSTA pull-out work surface to 
create a little extra workspace.

Measurements are approximate.

12
9"

57"

98"

SEKTION/ENKÖPING kitchen in white/walnut 
wood effect finish and tempered glass doors. 
For information on kitchen services see page 66.

3 RÅSKOG
utility cart. Extra storage for 
all your kitchen gadgets

  SEKTION kitchen with ENKÖPING brown walnut 
effect doors and drawer fronts, ENKÖPING white 
wood effect doors, glass doors and MAXIMERA 
soft-closing drawers SEKTION cabinet frames 
in white melamine foil. ENKÖPING glass doors 
in tempered glass. MAXIMERA drawers in pow-
der coated steel and melamine foil. Styled with 
SKRUVSHULT knobs and handles in clear laq-
cuered zinc. KASKER custom made countertop in 
white marble effect quartz.

 1 SUPERKALL  built-in refrigerator/freezer for a fully 
integrated look in your kitchen. To be installed in 
a 24” wide SEKTION fridge/freezer high cabinet. 
Integrated LED light technology that illuminates 
every corner of the fridge. Energy Star® Qualified. 
8.76 cu ft. W21 1/4xD21 5/8 H70 1/4

 2 UTRUSTA pull-out work surface. A hidden work 
surface that is easy to pull out when you need it 
and slide it back once you are done. Powder coat-
ed steel and melamine foil. RA 

        W21 7/8xD22 1/2xH1 3/4” 605.105.79 
 3 RÅSKOG utility cart. The adjustable middle sec-

tion is easy to move to adapt to different stor-
age needs. Powder-coated steel. Designer: Nike 
Karlsson. RA L35×W45, H78cm. Black 903.339.76
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153 "

1 VINSTGIVANDE
wall mounted range hood with 
3 speeds and LED lighting strip

2 HASSLARP
accent front with herringbone 
pattern gives your kitchen a 
beautiful and unique look

Delivery
Whether you're shopping in 
store or online, and no matter 
how big the purchase, we'll do 
the heavy lifting and bring it to 
your preferred location.

A place for everything and 
everything in its place
It’s just so much easier to chill when all things are where they're supposed 
to be. Find calmness in a kitchen with clean VOXTORP fronts. The smooth 
surface and integrated handles offer a minimalistic and polished look that 
finds a creative contrast in the distinct HASSLARP pattern.

Measurements are approximate.

SEKTION/VOXTORP/HASSLARP kitchen with 
integrated handles in grey and poplar/oak veneer 
herringbone accent fronts. 

  SEKTION kitchen with VOXTORP dark grey drawer 
fronts, HASSLARP brown herringbone 

        pattern doors and MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers 
SEKTION cabinet frames in white melamine foil. 
VOXTORP drawer fronts in foil finish. HASSLARP 
doors in clear lacquered poplar/oak veneer. 
MAXIMERA drawers in powder coated steel and 
melamine foil. Styled with EKBACKEN dark grey 
marble effect laminate countertop. 

 1 VINSTGIVANDE wall mounted range hood. 370 
CFM HVI certified. 3 speeds. LED lighting strip that 
illuminates the work surface and saves you 

        energy. RA W29 7/8xD19 5/8xH24 5/8-39 1/4”. 
Black/Stainless steel 104.621.42

 2 HASSLARP door. Clear lacquered poplar/oak 
        veneer. RA W15xH40”. Brown/right-handed/pat-

terned 604.410.91

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY
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A built-in fridge/freezer has the same 
front as the rest of your cabinets to create 
a calmer atmosphere.

1 SUPERKALL 
built-in refrigerator/freezer. 
Free 5 year limited warranty

Ease and elegance
Celebrate simplicity in a tidy-looking kitchen with clean lines. To help 
keep your countertop decluttered, the NORRSJÖN colander is at your 
service. Made of durable and rust-resistant stainless steel, it's perfect 
for rinsing fruit and veggies, draining pasta or letting dishes dry over 
the sink.

The TOLLSJÖN kitchen mixer faucet with its 
hand spray is as practical as it's nice-looking.

2 TOLLSJÖN
kitchen faucet with handspray

3 NORRSJÖN
colander

 1 SUPERKALL  built-in refrigerator/freezer for a fully 
integrated look in your kitchen. To be installed in 
a 24” wide SEKTION fridge/freezer high cabinet. 
Integrated LED light technology that illuminates 
every corner of the fridge. Energy Star® Qualified. 
8.76 cu ft. W21 1/4xD21 5/8x H70 1/4”

 2 TOLLSJÖN kitchen faucet with handspray. The 
faucet functions two ways, so you can switch 
between a concentrated stream and a shower 
function. Metallized brass Designer: Brickstad/
Palleschitz/Petersén.RA H18” Black/polished metal 
403.416.91

 3 NORRSJÖN colander. Thanks to the protect-
ive anti-slip rubber edges, the colander stays in 
place and does not scratch your sink or counter-
top. Stainless steel and rubber. Designer: Marcus 
Arvonen. L16 1/2xW7 1/2xH3 1/2” . Stainless steel 
003.397.13

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY
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Create inner peace
Organize, sort, stack and declutter. The UPPDATERA series includes  
different kinds of inside organizers to keep your drawers impeccable.

 1 UPPDATERA cutlery tray. May be combined with 
other UPPDATERA drawer organizers to utilize the 
full volume in your kitchen drawers. Dimensioned 
for 18” wide MAXIMERA drawers. For drawers in 
other sizes, combine different-sized organizers to 
create a suitable solution. Clear lacquered bam-
boo. Designer: S Fager/F Cayouette. 

  W14 1/2xD19 1/2xH2 1/8”. Light bamboo 204.913.56
 2 UPPDATERA spice rack. Combines with other 

UPPDATERA drawer organizers. Polypropylene 
plastic. Designer: S Fager/F Cayouette. 

        W4 1/4xD18 7/8xH 5/8”. Anthracite 904.913.67
 3 UPPDATERA knife rack. Looks after your knives 

and keeps them sharp longer. Combines 
with other UPPDATERA drawer organizers. 
Polypropylene plastic. Designer: S Fager/F 
Cayouette. W4 1/2xD18 7/8xH1 3/4”. Anthracite 
804.913.63

 4 UPPDATERA plate holder.  Keeps plates from slid-
ing around when you open and close drawers, 
protecting them from bumps and broken edges. 
Powder coated galvanized steel and plastic. 
Designer: S Fager/F Cayouette. 

        W8 7/8-11 3/4xH5 3/4”. Anthracite 704.861.78
 5 UPPDATERA plate holder. Easy to carry to where 

you need it thanks to the handles. Powder coated 
galvanized steel and plastic. Designer: S Fager/F 
Cayouette. W10 3/8-14 1/2xH5 3/4”. Anthracite 
504.861.79

 6 UPPDATERA pegboard drawer organiser. 32 ad-
justable pegs make it easy to customise drawers 
according to contents, such as plates, pots, lids or 
food containers. Combines with other UPPDATERA 
drawer organizers. ABS plastic and synthetic rub-
ber Designer: S Fager/F Cayouette. 

         W25xD19 1/2xH5 1/4”. Anthracite 505.029.85

UPPDATERA
cutlery tray with compartments 
for every gadget in the kitchen

1
2

3 UPPDATERA
knife rack

UPPDATERA
plate holder4

5

An UPPDATERA plate holder protects your 
tableware from bumps and broken edges, so 
they stay nice-looking for many years. You 
can also easily carry all plates to the table in 
one go.

6 UPPDATERA
pegboard drawer organiser

The adjustable pegs of the UPPDATERA peg-
board drawer organizer keep utensils from 
moving around and getting disorganized.
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Time to cook and  
get together
Create a harmonious kitchen where everything has a place where it 
belongs (and room for quick breakfasts and fun celebrations). AXSTAD 
fronts feature a matte, white surface with soft lines and a recessed 
center panel, making this customized SEKTION kitchen bright and 
modern-looking with the flair of a country house.

96
"

87"

118"

Measurements are approximate.

SEKTION/AXSTAD kitchen in matte white foil finish 
and tempered glass doors. 
For information on kitchen services see page 66.

  SEKTION kitchen with AXSTAD matte white doors, 
drawer fronts, glass doors and MAXIMERA soft-
closing drawers SEKTION cabinet frames in white 
melamine foil. AXSTAD doors/drawer fronts in 
foil finish and glass doors in tempered glass. 
MAXIMERA drawers in powder coated steel and 
melamine foil. Styled with HISHULT knobs and 
handles in feldspar porcelain. KASKER custom 
made countertop in white quartz.

 1 AGUNNARYD pendent lamp with 3 lamps. This 
lamp gives a pleasant atmosphere for 

        dining, spreading direct light across your dining 
or bar table. Powder-coated steel. Designer: Ebba 
Strandmark. RA Shade Ø9”. L48”×W9”, H11”. Black 
103.647.83

 2 BERGMUND bar stool with backrest. Suitable for 
bar table and counter heights 87-91 cm. 100% cot-
ton and stained, clear lacquered solid wood. RA 
W45×D48×H97cm. Black/Inseros/white 194.717.74

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY

AGUNNARYD
pendent lamp with 3 lamps1

BERGMUND
bar stool with backrest2
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Everything within arm's reach
Make sure that you have easy access to all your things – use cabinets to 
put together a kitchen island that suits your particular storage needs. 
A high cabinet with a pullout pantry offers you a perfect overview of 
what you have at home, so that you can update your shopping list 
accordingly.

1 STJÄRNSTATUS
french door refrigerator with 
ice and water in the door

2

UTRUSTA
pull-out pantry3

Planning and consultation
Even on big projects, the little 
things matter. Discuss your 
ideas with our team of design 
professionals and we'll help nail 
them down in detail.

VARDAGEN
pie plate4

 1 STJÄRNSTATUS french door refrigerator 22.7 cu ft. 
Energy Star® Qualified. Counter depth refrigera-
tor, only the door protrudes past the countertop. 
Built-in water and ice maker in the door for easy 
access. LED lighting technology that saves energy. 
Free 5 year limited warranty. RA

        W35 7/8xD28 1/2xH69 7/8” Stainless steel 
205.222.87

 2 UPPDATERA plate holder. Easy to carry to where 
you need it thanks to the handles. Powder coated 
galvanized steel and plastic. Designer: S Fager/F 
Cayouette. W8 7/8-11 3/4 xH5 3/4”. Anthracite 
704.861.78

 3 UTRUSTA pull-out pantry fitting. 4 door baskets 
and 4 cabinet baskets create generous storage 
space with a great overview. Powder-coated steel. 
RA W21 3/4xD22 1/8xH49 3/8” 105.177.95

 4 VARDAGEN pie plate. The pie gets a nice edge 
thanks to the wavy design of the dish. Stoneware. 
Designer: Preutz/Wihlborg/Braasch/Karlsson. 
Ø32cm. Off-white 102.893.07

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY



INSJÖN
kitchen faucet with sensor1

2
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3 A drawer above the waste-sorting 
bins is a practical place for things 
that you want close at hand.

 1 INSJÖN kitchen faucet with sensor.  The water 
flow turns off automatically after 10 seconds if the 
sensor does not detect any movement. You can 
make a hand movement if you want to turn the 
water off quicker. Chrome-plated brass. Designer: 
Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén. RA H15 3/4” 
Chrome plated 203.419.08

 2 BOHOLMEN sink. Stainless steel RA Ø17 3/4”, H5 
7/8”. 891.574.98

 3 HÅLLBAR bin with lid.  The bins can be placed 
freestanding anywhere in your home or integrat-
ed in a cabinet or drawer. Polypropylene plastic. 
Designer: Henrik Preutz. W9 7/8xD15 1/4xH21 5/8”. 
35l. Light gray 504.202.06

 4 SEKTION/AXSTAD wall cab with 2 glass doors/2 
drawers. The door damper prevents your cab-
inet door from slamming by catching the moving 
door so that it closes slowly, gently and silently. 
Melamine foil, foil finish and tempered glass. 
W30xD15xH40”. White/matte white 094.688.85

 5 RENGJORD fully integrated dishwasher. Energy 
Star® Qualified. Capacity: 14 place settings. Sound 
level: 49 dB (A). RA W23 3/4/4xD23 7/8xH33 7/8”. 
905.045.72

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY

wall cabinet with 
2 glass doors and 2 drawers4

5 RENGJORD
fully integrated dishwasher 
for a uniform look in the kitchen

Add drawers to your kitchen cabinet to keep 
smaller things perfectly organized. 
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Nourishing your body 
and mind
Enjoy life in an inviting atmosphere, from the pleasant moment when 
you are having your first cup of coffee or tea, to the wildest evening 
party with all your friends. With well-planned cabinets, inside-out you 
can bring calm to chaos, while bright ASKERSUND fronts act as your (at 
least somewhat) orderly backdrop.

108"

69"

Measurements are approximate.  

SEKTION/ASKERSUND kitchen in light ash foil effect 
finish. 
For information on kitchen services see page 66.

  SEKTION kitchen with ASKERSUND light ash effect 
doors, drawer fronts and MAXIMERA soft-closing 
drawers SEKTION cabinet frames in white mel-
amine foil. ASKERSUND doors/drawer fronts in 
melamine foil finish. MAXIMERA drawers in pow-
der coated steel and melamine foil. Styled with 
BORGHAMN black handles in powder coated steel. 
KASKER custom made countertop in matt light 
grey/concrete effect quartz.

 1 BUNKEFLO pendant lamp. Clear lacquered solid 
birch and powder coated steel. Designer: Mårten 
Cyrén. Ø14”.  White/birch 104.883.97

 2 ESSENTIELL built-in dishwasher. Energy Star® 
Qualified. Capacity: 14 place settings. Sound level: 
52 dB (A). Free 5 year limited warranty. RA 

        W23 3/4xD25xH35”. Stainless steel 605.222.85 

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY

Achieve a cleaner look with a 
built-in fridge/freezer – it has 
the same ASKERSUND front as 
the rest of your cabinets.

1

2 ESSENTIELL
built-in dishwasher 
with 5 cycles

Assembly
All of our products are 
designed to be assembled 
by you, but we're more 
than happy to help put it all 
together, too.



A simple blend of beauty and function
Sleek on the outside and a perfect overview on the inside. The 
UTRUSTA pull-out assembly kit allows you to connect a high cabinet 
door to two drawers to create a pantry solution that can easily be 
pulled out. That way you will know exactly what you have at home 
(and what you need to buy on your next trip to the grocery store).
The MITTLED LED lighting strip illuminates your countertop, making it 
easier to rinse vegetables and do the dishes.
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SEKTION/ASKERSUND
pull out drawer solution1

 1 SEKTION/ASKERSUND high cabinet with pull-
out drawer function. MAXIMERA drawer is a 
smooth-running, full-extension drawer with 
built-in dampers so that it closes slowly, softly, 
and quietly.  Melamine foil finish and light ash ef-
fect. RA W15xD24xH94 1/4”. White/light ash effect 
894.655.38

 2 DALFRED bar stool. You can adjust the height as 
you like. Suitable for bar heights between 35 3/8” 
and 43 1/4”. Painted solid wood. Designer: Sarah 
Fager. RA Seat Ø50, H63–74cm. Black 601.556.02

 3 DELSJÖN kitchen faucet. The high spout makes 
it easier to wash dishes, including large pots. 
Metallized zinc. RA H14 1/4” Pewter effect 
704.887.90

 4 MITTLED LED kitchen countertop lighting strip. 
 Built-in LED light source. Aluminum. RA L15”. 
Dimmable/white 104.554.34

 5 UPPDATERA cutlery tray. The compartments 
can be made bigger by removing one or more 
of the smaller dividers. Dimensioned for 18” 
wide MAXIMERA drawers. For drawers in other 
sizes, combine different-sized organizers to cre-
ate a suitable solution. Clear lacquered bamboo. 
Designer: S Fager/F Cayouette. 

        W14 1/2xD19 1/2xH2 1/8”. Light bamboo 204.913.56
 6 ASKERSUND drawer front in light ash effect.   

Melamine foil finish. W15xH15” 903.483.79

Play around with your ideas! Replace 
a drawer with extra shelves in your 
SEKTION cabinets.

2 DALFRED
bar stool

4

3 DELSJÖN
kitchen faucet with
water saving aerator

5

6
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1 SEKTION/BODBYN 
corner wall cabinet with 
carousel for easy access

INSJÖN
kitchen faucet w sensor2

Streamlined sophistication
Explore your opportunities with the flexible SEKTION kitchen system – you 
can have your own delightful oasis that is both personal and welcoming 
even if space is limited. BODBYN fronts with beveled edges combined with 
glass doors give your kitchen a classic expression.

15
2" 60"

89"

Measurements are approximate.

SEKTION/BODBYN kitchen in grey painted finish and 
tempered glass doors. 
For information on kitchen services see page 66.

  SEKTION kitchen with BODBYN grey doors, draw-
er fronts, glass doors, MAXIMERA soft-closing 
drawers and TORNVIKEN open cabinet. SEKTION 
cabinet frames in white melamine foil. BODBYN 
doors/drawer fronts in painted finish and glass 
doors in tempered glass. MAXIMERA draw-
ers in powder coated steel and melamine foil. 
TORNVIKEN open cabinet in painted finish. Styled 
with ENERYDA knobs and handles in chrome-

        plated aluminium. SÄLJAN pre-cut black mineral 
effect laminate countertop.

 1 SEKTION/BODBYN corner wall cab with carousel 
and glass door. Melamine foil, painted finish and 
tempered glass. RA W26xD15xH40”. White/grey 
893.962.10

 2 INSJÖN kitchen faucet with sensor and aerator 
for water savings. Chrome-plated brass. Designer: 
Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén. RA H15 3/4”. 
Chrome plated 203.419.08

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY
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Your dream kitchen is within reach
Style your home any way you want – mix wide and narrow cabinets, 
add drawers and one or two glass doors. And why not combine cab-
inets into a piece of furniture that is perfectly suited to your storage 
needs? A HULTARP rail with hooks and a container adds a personal 
(and very practical) touch.

1 UNGDOMLIG
wall mounted range hood 
with 3 speeds

2 HULTARP 
rail and hooks will free up the 
space on your countertop

3 BODBYN
door with raised center panel 
in painted grey finish

Let professional kitchen install-
ers handle time-consuming 
jobs and rest assured that the 
appliances installation is done 
properly.

4
HULTARP
container

 1 UNGDOMLIG wall mounted range hood. 376 CFM 
HVI certified. Can be installed two ways, either 
ducted to the outside or in recirculation mode. 

        RA W29 7/8xD19 5/8xH32 5/8-42 1/8”. Black 
504.621.40

 2 HULTARP rail. You can free up space on your 
countertop by hanging accessories on the rail. 
Combines with other accessories in the HULTARP 
series. Powder-coated steel. Designer: Ebba 
Strandmark. RA L23 1/2”. Black 004.487.69

 3 BODBYN door. Painted finish. W15xH30”. Gray 
602.660.73

   4 HULTARP container. Can be hung on HULTARP rail 
using HULTARP hooks, or kept freestanding on the 
table or windowsill. Loose insert for draining is in-
cluded. Powder-coated steel and plastic. Designer: 
Ebba Strandmark. Diameter 5 1/2, Height 4 3/4”. 
Black 304.444.54

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY
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2 SINARP
 brown fronts in oak veneer

KUNGSFORS
kitchen cart in durable stainless steel1

3

Conscious choices for 
your chosen lifestyle
Dream up your own kitchen with a modern yet timeless elegance 
– the SINARP fronts have a lot of character, bringing a feeling of 
warmth to your space. The combination of high quality and a large 
portion of appealing ambience will immediately turn your kitchen into 
the heart of your home.

10
6"

140"

Measurements are approximate.

SEKTION/SINARP kitchen in brown stained oak 
veneer. 
For information on kitchen services see page 66.

  SEKTION kitchen with SINARP brown doors draw-
er fronts and MAXIMERA soft-closing 

        drawers. SEKTION cabinet frames in white mel-
amine foil. SINARP doors/drawer fronts in stained, 
clear lacquered oak veneer. MAXIMERA drawers 
in powder coated steel and melamine foil. Styled 
with NYDALA knobs and handles in bronze-col-
oured powder coated zinc. KASKER custom made 
countertop in white marble effect quartz.

 1 KUNGSFORS kitchen cart. The top part of the 
kitchen cart is loose and can be used both as a tray 
and as a space to put things on. Stainless steel. 
Designer: Ehlén Johansson. L23 5/8xW15 3/4xH35 
3/8” 803.349.24

 2 SINARP door. To be completed with knobs or 
handles. Stained, clear lacquered oak veneer. 
W15xH40”. Brown 804.046.86

 3 ESSENTIELL built-in dishwasher. Energy Star® 
Qualified. Capacity: 14 place settings. Sound level: 
52 dB (A). RA W23 3/4xD25xH35”. Stainless steel 
605.222.85

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY
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Cook like a true professional
Give your space the feel of a real restaurant kitchen and easy access to 
your most frequently used items with KUNGSFORS wall accessories.

KUNGSFORS
wall storage system1

2

3

4 ÄLMAREN
kitchen faucet with pull-out spout

5

Refinement is in the details. 
A custom-made KASKER 
countertop made of quartz 
composite is extremely dur-
able and has natural colour 
variations for a unique look.

6

7

The solid wood edge of the 
SINARP front gives the kitchen 
a crafted look and feel.

 1 KUNGSFORS shelf. You can choose to mount it 
directly to the wall or with the help of KUNGSFORS 
suspension rail. Stained, clear lacquered ash 

        veneer. Designer: Ehlén Johansson. 
        RA W23 5/8xD11 3/8 xH 3/4”. Ash veneer 903.712.23
 2 KUNGSFORS wall rack. You can choose to mount it 

directly to the wall or with the help of KUNGSFORS 
suspension rail. May be combined with other 
products in the KUNGSFORS series. Stainless steel. 
Designer: Ehlén Johansson. RA W22xH10 1/2”. 
Stainless steel 803.349.19

 3 VARIERA box. VARIERA box is easy to carry and 
take out of your kitchen drawers or shelves since 
it has two grip-friendly handles. Combine with 
VARIERA boxes in other sizes and with other prod-
ucts in the VARIERA series. PET plastic. Designer: 
Marcus Arvonen. W9 1/2XD6 3/4xH4 1/8”. White 
301.550.19

 4 ÄLMAREN kitchen faucet with pull-out spout.  A 
counterweight makes the hose easily retract back 
into the kitchen faucet. Metallized brass Designer: 
Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén. H14 1/4” Stainless 
steel colour 803.416.51

 5 KASKER custom-made countertop. Quartz com-
posite . White/marble effect/quartz 103.950.01

 6 HILLESJÖN Dual mount sink. Stainless steel. 
W22xD18 1/8”. 994.017.44

 7 UPPDATERA cutlery tray.  The compartments 
can be made bigger by removing one or more of 
the smaller dividers. Dimensioned for 18” wide 
MAXIMERA drawers. For drawers in other sizes, 
combine different-sized organizers to 

        create a suitable solution. Clear lacquered 
        bamboo. Designer: S Fager/F Cayouette. 
        W14 1/2xD19 1/2xH2 1/8”. Light bamboo 204.913.56
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Everything a chef needs
Featuring innovative functionality and a design that make household 
routines both easier and more inspiring, these high-quality kitchen  
appliances are made to suit a true connoisseur.

____

1 ÖVERSKÅDLIG
french door refrigerator with 
2 freezer drawers

Check out our different 
series of appliances at 
IKEA.ca/kitchens

 1 ÖVERSKÅDLIG French door counter-depth re-
frigerator with water and ice in the door. Energy 
Star® Qualified. Volume fridge: 15.04 cu ft. Volume 
freezer: 6.6 cu ft. RA W35 7/8xD29xH69 5/8”. 
Stainless steel 604.621.54 

 2 MEDELNIVÅ microwave hood that can be installed 
two ways, ducted to the outside or in recircula-
tion mode with charcoal filter. 10 power levels. 
Capacity: 1.6 cu.ft. HVI certified to ensure that 
accurate and efficient ventilation standards are 
met. RA W29 7/8x D15xH16 3/8”. Stainless steel 
304.692.94 

 3 GRUNDLÄGGA range with glass ceramic cooktop. 
True convection oven with 5.7 cu.ft capacity 

        RA W29 7/8xD28 3/4xH47” 404.620.51 
 4 NUMRERAD wine cooler with pullout shelves and 

LED lighting technology. Energy Star® Qualified. 
Capacity: holds up to 52 bottles (0.75 l). 

         W23 3/8xD23 3/8xH35”. Stainless steel 404.621.50 

         RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY

2

3 GRUNDLÄGGA
range with glass ceramic cooktop 
and true convection oven

4 NUMRERAD
wine cooler with pullout shelves 
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Let's make it 
personal
Enjoy a unique kitchen that is yours in every detail – the 
combination of colours, patterns and materials has a 
major visual impact on the result.

4

5 STENSUND
beige fronts in painted 
finish and tempered glass door

Check out our wide range of kitchen styles. 
Play around with your ideas until you find the 
mix that suits you best.

1

2

3 FRÖJERED
drawer fronts in sustainable, 
fast growing bamboo 

6

7 LERHYTTAN
black stained ash 
veneer fronts with 
tempered glass doors

8 JÄRSTA
high-gloss accent fronts for a 
customized and modern look

9

10

Planning and consultation
Even on big projects, the little 
things matter. Discuss your 
ideas with our team of design 
professionals and we'll help 
nail them down in detail.

 1 DELSJÖN kitchen faucet. A tool is included that makes it easy to install the faucet 
in place. Zinc, Metallized RA H14 1/4”. Pewter effect 704.887.90

 2 BODARP door. Requires a knob or a handle. Foil and recycled foil finish. W15xH15. 
Gray-green 804.356.02

 3 FRÖJERED drawer front. Requires a knob or a handle. Clear lacquered bamboo. 
Designer: Maja Ganszyniec. W18xH10”. Light bamboo 004.416.35

 4 INSJÖN kitchen faucet. If you are uncertain about the installation, contact a pro-
fessional. The installation shall be made in accordance with valid local building 
and plumbing regulations. Chrome-plated brass. Designer: Brickstad/Palleschitz/
Petersén. H15 3/4”. 203.701.23

 5 STENSUND drawer front. To be completed with knobs or handles. Painted finish. 
W24xH10”. Beige 404.533.01

 6 GAMLESJÖN dual-control kitchen faucet. Water and energy saving 
        aerator for high-pressure systems included. Metallized brass Designer: 

Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén. H14 1/8” Brushed black metal 903.416.79
 7 LERHYTTAN drawer front.  To be completed with knobs or handles. Stained, clear 

lacquered solid ash and ash veneer. Designer: Francis Cayouette. W61×H38cm. 
W24xH15.Black stained 803.559.59

 8 JÄRSTA door. High-gloss foil finish. Requires a knob or a handle. W24xH30. High 
gloss/light turquoise 204.699.73

 9 TÄMNAREN kitchen faucet with sensor.  Battery operated. Batteries included. 
Metallized brass Designer: Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén. H12 1/4” Stainless 
steel colour 303.595.06

 10 RINGHULT drawer front. To be completed with knobs or handles. High-gloss foil 
finish. W24xH15”. High gloss/white 302.667.34

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY
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Effortlessly inviting
If your days are busy, you will cherish the peaceful vibes that come with 
smooth VEDDINGE fronts. Spacious cabinets keep your kitchen utensils 
organized and hide them from view when you're ready to serve  
the meal.

102"

120"
Measurements are approximate.

SEKTION/VEDDINGE kitchen in painted white finish. 
For information on kitchen services see page 66. 

  SEKTION kitchen with VEDDINGE white doors, 
drawer fronts, MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers 
and VADHOLMA wine shelves SEKTION cabinet 
frames in white melamine foil. VEDDINGE doors/
drawer fronts in painted finish. MAXIMERA draw-
ers in powder coated steel and melamine foil. 
VADHOLM wine shelves in stained, clear lacquered 
ash veneer and foil finish. Styled with ÖSTERNÄS 
tanned leather handles. KASKER custom made 
countertop in white stone/marble effect quartz.

 1 ÄLMAREN kitchen faucet. Metallized brass 
Designer: Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén. 

        H14 1/8”. Stainless steel colour 503.416.43
 2 NORDVIKEN bar stool with backrest. Footrest 

for extra sitting comfort. Suitable for 36” counter 
height. Stained, clear lacquered solid pine and 
beech veneer. Designer: Francis Cayouette. RA 
W40×D45×H88cm. White 604.246.90

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY

2 NORDVIKEN
bar stool with backrest 
for 36” counter height

1
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Hang out in the heart of your home
By combining shallow and deep SEKTION cabinets, you will enjoy a 
practical and dynamic-looking kitchen with room for all your things 
and sufficient workspace for everyone who likes to spend time with the 
cook in charge.

1

BEKVÄM
kitchen cart in solid birch2

MITTLED
 LED spotlight3

4

Dimmable MITTLED LED 
spotlights brighten your 
workspace and enhance the 
atmosphere.

Explore your options online with 
the Kitchen Planner for SEKTION 
– check it out at IKEA.ca/kitchens

IKEA 365+
food container with lid, 1.8l5

 1 KUNGSFORS magnet knife rack. Keeps knifes 
close at hand when preparing meals. L22”. 
Stainless steel. 403.349.21 

   2 BEKVÄM kitchen cart. Provides mobile extra stor-
age, utility and work space. Solid birch. 

        L22 7/8 xW19 5/8xH33 1/2”. 302.403.48
 3 MITTLED LED spotlight. Dimmable with TRÅDFRI 

wireless dimmer, sold separately. Polycarbonate/
ABS plastic. RA Ø3” Dimmable/white 404.536.45

 4 VADHOLMA wine shelf. Can be mounted between 
two cabinets or between a cabinet and a wall. 
Stained, clear lacquered ash veneer and foil finish. 
Designer: Ebba Strandmark. RA 

        W15xD14 3/8xH15”. Brown/stained ash 503.743.46
 5 IKEA 365+ food container with lid. The snap-

and-lock lid prevents leakage and protects the 
contents from frost damage, making it ideal for 
both transporting food and storing leftovers. 
Heat-resistant glass, plastic and silicone rub-
ber. Designer: Sarah Fager. L21×W15, H12cm. 1.8l. 
Rectangular/glass/plastic 292.690.74

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY
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Make room for the good 
things in life
Form a connection with nature from the comfort of your own home. 
This bright haven with VEDHAMN fronts made of solid oak inspires a 
feeling of togetherness and well-being. Neatly arranged cabinets  
make sure there is plenty of room for all the things you need easily  
accessible (so that you have time to hang out with the people that  
matter the most).

11
1"

60"

216"

Measurements are approximate.

SEKTION/VEDHAMN kitchen in in oak and oak veneer
 and tempered glass doors. 
For information on kitchen services see page 66.

  SEKTION kitchen with VEDHAMN oak doors, 
drawer fronts and MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers 
SEKTION cabinet frames in white melamine foil. 
VEDHAMN doors/drawer fronts in tinted, clear lac-
quered solid oak/oak veneer. MAXIMERA drawers 
in powder coated steel and melamine foil. Styled 
with ENERYDA knobs and handles in chrome-

        plated aluminium. KASKER custom made counter-
top in white marble effect quartz. 

 1 ÖVERSKÅDLIG french door refrigerator with two 
freezer drawers Energy Star® Qualified. Volume 
fridge: 15.04 cu.ft. Volume freezer: 6.6 cu.ft. RA 

        W35 7/8xD29xH69 5/8”. Stainless steel 604.621.54
 2 SVARTNORA pendant lamp. You can easily adjust 

the height of your pendant lamp by just squeez-
ing the wire adjuster and moving it up or down. 
Stainless steel and powder-coated steel. Designer: 
Ola Wihlborg. RA Shade Ø15. Stainless steel effect 
405.047.77

 3 PLANENLIG under cabinet range hood. HVI certi-
fied to ensure accurate and efficient ventilation 
standards are met. LED lighting strips for effective 
and energy efficient lighting Motor power: 240W. 
RA W35 7/8xD23xH15”. Stainless steel 304.621.41

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY

1 ÖVERSKÅDLIG
french door refrigerator with 
two freezer drawers

2

PLANENLIG
under cabinet range hood3

Assembly
All of our products are 
designed to be assembled 
by you, but we're more 
than happy to help put it all 
together, too.



Reduce, reuse and recycle
Contribute to a more sustainable lifestyle by making 
sure that you use all the food that you buy. And don't 
forget anything in the back of your fridge! The SNURRAD 
storage turntable pulls out and revolves, so that you can 
see and reach even the smallest jar. When you're done 
cooking, you can sort different materials in the HÅLLBAR 
bins – a simple action and the first step toward giving 
waste a new life.
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1 SNURRAD
storage turntable for easy access 

2

3 SEKTION/VEDHAMN
pull out drawer solution

HÅLLBAR
bin with lid, 35l4

 1 SNURRAD storage turntable. Pulls out and revolves 360° giving you a good 
        overview and easy access to the things you need. SAN plastic. RA 
        W16 1/2xD11xH1 3/4”. Transparent 405.215.26
 2 HÅLLBAR bin with lid. Polypropylene plastic. Designer: Henrik Preutz. 
        RA W10 3/8xD8 3/8xH12 7/8” 10l. Light gray 803.980.58
 3 SEKTION/VEDHAMN high cabinet with pull-out drawer function 2dr/4drw.  

MAXIMERA drawer is a smooth-running, full-extension drawer with built-in 
dampers so that it closes slowly, softly, and quietly. Melamine foil and tinted, 
clear lacquered solid oak/oak veneer. RA W15xD24 3/4, H84 1/4” White/oak 
994.394.88

 4 HÅLLBAR bin with lid. A lid is included to hide your waste. It’s removable for easy 
cleaning or if you prefer to keep your bin open. Polypropylene plastic. Designer: 
Henrik Preutz. RA W9 7/8xD15 1/4xH21 5/8”. Light gray 504.202.06

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY



A fresh take on food
Introduce some positive triggers for a greener way of living. A planned menu 
for the week – and a perfect overview of the food items in your fridge and 
pantry – help you make sure that nothing goes to waste (and that you can 
stick to your healthy habits, even when things get a little hectic).

 1 IKEA 365+ food container with lid. The snap-
and-lock lid prevents leakage and protects the 
contents from frost damage, making it ideal for 
both transporting food and storing leftovers. 
Heat-resistant glass, plastic and silicone rub-
ber. Designer: Sarah Fager. L15×W15, H12cm. 1.2l. 
Square/glass/plastic 592.691.19

 2 IKEA 365+ food container with lid. The food con-
tainer is made of oven-safe glass and can be used 
as an oven/serving dish. Heat-resistant glass, 
plastic and silicone rubber. Designer: Sarah Fager. 
Ø14, H9cm. 600ml. Round/glass/plastic 392.690.97

 3 KORKEN jar with lid, 3 pack. The jar has an airtight 
seal, which makes it perfect for preserving your 

        favourite homemade jams and jellies. Glass, nat-
ural rubber, stainless steel. Ø7, H7cm. 13cl. Clear 
glass 403.785.71

 4 EFTERFRÅGAD vacuum food container. The wide 
mouth makes it easy to fill and eat from. Keeps 
food or soup warm for up to 6 hours. Stainless 
steel and plastic. Designer: Anna Efverlund. 
H14cm. 0.5l. Stainless steel 402.883.54

Green stuff, fresh from the jar! You can easily 
start small-scale farming in your own kitchen 
and grow some of your own veggies. 

Pack up some tasty leftovers for tomorrow's 
lunch (or share them with a neighbor in need). 

Think inside the box! Containers are small 
items that can make big changes in your 
everyday routines. They are ideal for organiz-
ing your shopping and storing pre-prepared 
meals.

IKEA 365+
food container with lid, 600ml2

KORKEN
jar with lid, 3 pack.3

1

4
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SEKTION kitchen fronts
IKEA kitchens have doors and fronts in a wide range of styles and 
finishes, so you are certain to find something that suits your taste and 
budget. The name of each front is listed below. Visit IKEA.ca/kitchens 
for information on pricing

A standard 10x10 kitchen consists of the following 
parts.
Cabinets, fronts, countertop, interior organizers, hinges, cover panels, 
plinths, legs, drawers, doors, knobs/handles, sink, faucet. Lighting and 
appliances are sold separately.

The SEKTION kitchen 
system has a limited 
25-year warranty.

1. ASKERSUND light ash effect

2. AXSTAD dark grey

3. AXSTAD matt white

4. AXSTAD matt blue

5. BODARP grey-green

6. BODBYN grey

7. BODBYN off-white

8. ENKÖPING white wood effect

9. ENKÖPING brown walnut effect

10. HAVSTORP turquoise

11. KUNGSBACKA anthracite

12. LERHYTTAN black stained

13. RINGHULT high-gloss white

14. SINARP brown

15. STENSUND beige

16. VEDHAMN oak

 17. VEDDINGE white

18. VOXTORP matt white
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With a pattern that 
both looks and feels 
like natural wood, the 
ASKERSUND door is 
durable and easy to 
clean. 

ASKERSUND light ash 
effect. Melamine foil 
finish.

1 2

AXSTAD dark grey. Foil finish.  
AXSTAD glass door. Foil finish and tempered glass.

AXSTAD
matte white

AXSTAD matte white. Foil finish.  
AXSTAD glass door. Foil finish and tempered glass.

3

AXSTAD matte blue. Foil finish.  AXSTAD glass door”. 
Foil finish and tempered glass.

4

BODARP
grey-green

Go greener - the foil 
of the BODARP front 
is made of partly 
recycled plastic and 
produced using re-
newable electricity.

BODARP grey-green. Foil 
and recycled foil finish.

5 6

BODBYN grey. Painted finish.  BODBYN glass door. 
Painted finish and tempered glass.

BODBYN off-white. Painted finish.  BODBYN glass 
door. Painted finish and tempered glass.

7

ENKÖPING
white wood effect

ENKÖPING white wood effect. Foil finish.
ENKÖPING glass door. Foil finish and tempered glass.

8 9

ENKÖPING brown walnut effect. Foil finish.
ENKÖPING glass door. Foil finish and tempered glass.
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HAVSTORP turquoise. 
Painted finish.

10

KUNGSBACKA
anthracite

KUNGSBACKA anthracite. 
Foil and recycled foil 
finish.

11

LERHYTTAN black stained. Stained, clear lacquered 
solid ash/ash veneer.   
LERHYTTAN glass door. Stained, clear lacquered solid 
ash and tempered glass.

12

RINGHULT high-gloss 
white. High-gloss foil 
finish.

13 14

SINARP brown. Stained, 
clear lacquered oak 
veneer.  

VEDHAMN
glass door16

STENSUND beige. Painted finish.  STENSUND glass 
door. Painted finish and tempered glass.

15

VEDHAMN oak. Tinted, clear lacquered solid oak/oak 
veneer. 
VEDHAMN glass door. Tinted, clear lacquered solid oak 
and tempered glass. 

16

VEDDINGE white. Painted 
finish.

17

VOXTORP
matte white

VOXTORP matte white. 
Foil finish.

18

100% smooth. 
Bringing an open, 
modern look to your 
kitchen, the VOXTORP 
door features elegant 
lines with integrated 
handles.

Accent doors and drawer 
fronts
To create a more interesting look, 
you can use more than one colour or 
door style. Add one or more doors in a 
strong hue, or glass doors, to person-
alise your new kitchen or give a new 
lease of life to your old one.

HASSLARP
brown herringbone pattern

FRÖJERED light bamboo. 
Clear lacquered bamboo.

Embrace the natural 
beauty of FRÖJERED, 
made from durable, 
sustainable and fast-
growing bamboo.

HASSLARP brown/
left-hand herringbone 
pattern. Clear lacquered 
poplar/oak veneer.

JUTIS glass door. Frosted 
tempered glass and 
aluminium.

JUTIS glass door. Smoked 
tempered glass and 
aluminium.

JÄRSTA high-gloss light 
turquoise. High-gloss foil 
finish.



Creativity meets 
simplicity
Welcome ENHET, our new kitchen system. Whatever shape your home 
takes, it will fit right in. Just pick one of many affordable kitchen com-
binations online (our Kitchen configurator will help you customize it) and 
you will have a practical kitchen ready in next to no time. And with a 10-
year warranty, it will be your companion for years to come.
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1 SKATTÅN
container

2

3

Combine great work light and ambi-
ence with the SKYDRAG/LED lighting 
strip, specially designed for ENHET.

ENHET
corner kitchen4

5

6 LAGAN
top mounted refrigerator 
13.9 cu.ft.

The ENHET kitchen system and kitchen 
faucets have a 10-year limited warranty.

 1 SKATTÅN container turns space under open ENHET frames into practical storage 
space where you have everything close at hand. May be completed with ENHET 
hooks, 2-pack. Polypropylene plastic. Designer: E Lilja Löwenhielm. 

        Ø4 3/4, H13 3/8”. 304.657.57
 2 ENHET corner panel  makes it possible to build a corner solution with a corner 

base cabinet. Foil finish. RA W24xD3xH30 1/8”. White 605.153.55
 3 SKYDRAG LED countertop/wardrobe lighting strip with sensor. Dimmable with 

TRÅDFRI wireless dimmer, requires TRÅDFRI driver for wireless control. Sold 
        separately. Aluminum and plastic. RA L24”. Dimmable/anthracite 104.791.66
 4 ENHET corner kitchen with white flat-panel front.  Foil finish and powder coated 

steel. RA W77 5/8xD25 5/8x H96”. Anthracite/white 194.409.47
 5 LAGAN range with gas cooktop.  4x9.500 BTU sealed burners. 
        RA W29 7/8xD28 3/4xH47”. White 304.583.56
 6 LAGAN top mounted refrigerator.  Energy Star® Qualified. Volume fridge: 10 

cu.ft. Volume freezer: 3.9 cu.ft. RA W27 5/8xD29 3/8xH60 1/2”. White 004.621.52

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY
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Set the style
Display your favorite things and use the cabinets to keep the rest 
of your stuff out of sight.  A swivel shelf in an open wall frame puts 
everyday essentials within easy reach and is perfect for smaller bottles 
and jars, while a hanging shelf insert gives you extra storage space for 
towels or your favourite cookbook.

Explore your options online with 
the Kitchen configurator for 
ENHET – check it out at  
IKEA.ca/kitchens

1 ENHET
open wall frame
with shelves

2

3 ENHET
swivel shelf for easy access to 
things you need in the kitchen

72
"

77"

         Measurements are approximate.

ENHET kitchen with white fronts 
This solution includes, cabinets, open frames, 
doors/drawer fronts, countertop, legs, 
knobs/handles, sink, and faucet.

For information on kitchen services see page 66

4 ENHET
hanging shelf insert

 1 ENHET wall frame with shelves.  This open wall 
frame with 2 shelves gives a good overview and 
easy access to jars, bottles and things often used. 
Powder-coated steel. Designer: F Cayouette. RA 
W24xD12xH30”. Anthracite 905.144.58

 2 LAGAN single lever kitchen faucet. Chrome-plated 
brass. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. RA H6 1/4”. 
Chrome plated 700.850.29

 3 ENHET swivel shelf. The smart design allows 
you to fasten the shelf quickly and easily to any 
of the open wall- or high frames in the ENHET 
series. Powder-coated steel. Designer: E Lilja 
Löwenhielm. D8xH16”. Anthracite 205.145.60

 4 ENHET hanging shelf insert. Simply hang this shelf 
insert on the open frame – between the shelves or 
under a wall frame. You don’t need any tools and 
don’t have to drill holes in the wall. Fits 12” deep 
wall and high frames in the ENHET series. Powder-
coated steel. Designer: E Lilja Löwenhielm. 

        RA W10xD11xH6”. Anthracite 405.145.59

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY
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Functional in a small 
space
This countertop is maximized for food preparation with generous areas 
on both sides of the sink. A shallow wall frame – that fits perfectly in a 
tight corner – will free up even more space, while a base frame grants 
you easy access to your smaller kitchen appliances. Complete your 
kitchen with a BROR trolley that you can use when composing your 
next menu and for storing bulkier items.

115"

Measurements are approximate.

ENHET kitchen with oak effect foil fronts. 
This solution includes, cabinets, open frames, doors/
drawer fronts, countertop, legs, 
knobs/handles, sink, and faucet.

For information on kitchen services see page 66

 1 BROR utility cart. You can easily move the cart 
thanks to the 4 casters, and it stays in place since 
the casters can be locked. Pine plywood and pow-
der-coated steel. L33 1/2xW21 5/8xH34 5/8”. Black/
pine plywood 603.338.50

 2 GLYPEN kitchen faucet. Metallized brass and zinc 
and polyamide plastic. Designer: Mikael Axelsson. 
RA H10 1/4” Stanless steel effect 704.423.92

 3 HULTARP rail. You can free up space on your 
countertop by hanging accessories on the rail. 
Combines with other accessories in the HULTARP 
series. Powder-coated steel. Designer: Ebba 
Strandmark. RA L23 1/2”. Black 004.487.69

 4 CIRKULERA range with sealed gas burners. 
Electric ignition. Gas burners are very responsive 
to precision of heat. Continuous grates makes it 
easy to move pots between the burners. RA 

        W23 1/2xD25 3/4xH36 7/8”. Stainless steel 
905.152.93

        RA=REQUIRES ASSEMBLY

1 BROR
utility cart

2

3

4 CIRKULERA
range with sealed 
gas burners
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Doors/Drawers 

 

 

 

Frames/Shelves 

 

 

Make the most of  
your space
A combination of open and closed storage for greater convenience, 
together with a playful mix of colours, turns this traditional-looking 
kitchen into a true eye-catcher. After you have chosen your ENHET 
kitchen, you can use the Kitchen configurator to customize it and when 
you’re happy with the result, just add appliances and lighting and 
you’re ready to go.

9 10 11

3 4 5 6

7

8

84"

Measurements are approximate.

1

NISSAFORS
utility cart2

ENHET kitchen with framed 
white/grey fronts
 
This solution includes, cabinets, open 
frames, doors/drawer fronts, countertop, 
legs, knobs/handles, sink, and faucet.
For information on kitchen services see 
page 66

A kitchen for every taste
There are so many different ENHET combinations that 
the hardest thing will be to choose your favorite one.

 1 VÄLSKAPT microwave hood. Microwave with 2 
speeds, 10 power levels and 13.5” rotating 

        turntable. RA W23 7/8xD16 3/8xH17”. Stainless steel 
605.153.03

 2 NISSAFORS utility cart. Powder-coated steel. 
Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 

        RA L19 7/8xW11 3/4xH32 5/8”. White 404.657.33 
 3 ENHET wall frame with shelves.  Powder-coated 

steel. Designer: F Cayouette. RA W24xD12xH30”. 
White 705.144.59

 4 ENHET hanging shelf insert.  Simply hang this shelf 
insert on the open frame – between the shelves or 
under a wall frame. You don’t need any tools and 
don’t have to drill holes in the wall. Fits 12” deep 
wall and high frames in the ENHET series.Powder-
coated steel. Designer: E Lilja Löwenhielm. 

        RA W10xD11xH6”. Anthracite 405.145.59 
 5 ENHET door. To be completed with a knob or a han-

dle. Foil finish. W12xH15”. White/frame 705.155.57
 6 ENHET door to be completed with a knob or a han-

dle. Foil finish. W12xH30”. White/frame 805.154.01
 7 ENHET swivel shelf. The smart design allows you 

to fasten the shelf quickly and easily to any of the 
open wall- or high frames in the ENHET series. 
Powder-coated steel. Designer: E Lilja Löwenhielm. 
RA Ø8xH16”. Anthracite 205.145.60

 8 SKATTÅN container. May be completed with   
ENHET hooks, 2-pack. Polypropylene plastic. 
Designer: E Lilja Löwenhielm. Diameter 

        4 3/4 xH13 3/8”. 304.657.57

 9 ENHET door to be completed with a knob or a 
handle. Foil finish. W12xH30”. Grey framed front 
305.153.71

 10 ENHET drawer front requires a knob or a handle. 
Foil finish. W24xH6”. Grey 405.153.80

 11 ENHET drawer front requires a knob or a handle. 
Foil finish. W12x6”. Grey 205.153.76
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Just right
If you like to take life as it comes, we have the solution for you – plan and buy 
your kitchen in a jiffy using our KNOXHULT cabinets. Combine them to fit your 
storage needs, add knobs or handles to suit the rest of your interior, and finish 
the whole thing off with appliances and interior organizers.

Delivery
Whether you're shopping in 
store or online, and no matter 
how big the purchase, we'll do 
the heavy lifting and bring it to 
your preferred location.

2

KNOXHULT
kitchen with white flat fronts1

3

SUNNERSTA
rail with 4 hooks and 2 containers4

STÖDJA
cutlery tray5

 1 KNOXHULT kitchen with white flat fronts in foil 
finish. Melamine foil. RA W93”. White 694.172.23

 2 LAGAN single lever kitchen faucet. Chrome-plated 
brass. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. H6 1/4” 
Chrome plated 700.850.29

 3 MITTLED LED countertop lighting strip. Built-in 
LED light source. Aluminum. RA L24”.

  Dimmable/white 004.554.20
 4 SUNNERSTA rail with 4 hooks and 2 containers.  

May be used with SUNNERSTA kitchen accessor-
ies. Powder-coated steel and plastic. Designer: 
Henrik Preutz. RA L23 5/8xD5 1/8, H5 1/2”. White 
404.545.60

 5 STÖDJA cutlery tray makes maximum use of the 
space. Polypropylene. W14 1/4xD19 7/8”. White 
701.772.22
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Less is more
For all aspiring home chefs with limited space and budget: SUNNERSTA 
is a mini-kitchen that you can have up and running in a very short 
period of time. And if you renovate, SUNNERSTA is a great solution for 
a temporary kitchen that can easily be disassembled and move, when 
not in use. 

 1 TILLREDA portable induction cooktop. You can 
quickly start cooking since the cooktop easily plugs 
in with the included plug. 1x2000W induction zone. 
Designer: Johan Frössén. W10 5/8xD12 3/4xH2 1/2”. 

        1 zone/white 104.935.20
 2 TERTIAL work lamp. This lamp can be used as 

a table lamp or mounted on the wall. Powder-
coated steel and plastic. RA Shade Ø7”. Dark gray 
203.554.34

 3 SUNNERSTA mini-kitchen. The shelf is reversible, 
so you can choose if you want it to the right or left. 
5 hooks included. Stainless steel and powder-coat-
ed steel. RA W44 1/8xD22xH54 3/4”. 591.396.89

 4 TILLREDA refrigerator. Volume fridge: 2 cu.ft. 
W18 5/8 xD17 3/4 xH19 3/8”. Freestanding/white 
204.970.23

 5 HÅLLBAR bin with lid. HÅLLBAR bins are designed 
to meet different recycling needs. This bin is per-
fect for sorting tin cans, small packages such as 
hygiene products or to store paper rolls or shop-
ping bags. Polypropylene plastic. Designer: Henrik 
Preutz. RA W10 3/8xD8 3/8xH12 7/8”. 10l. Light grey 
803.980.58

 6 HÅLLBAR bin with lid. HÅLLBAR bins are designed 
to meet different recycling needs. This bin is per-
fect for sorting things like cardboard, plastic, 
paper, bottles, glass, tin cans, envelopes and ad-
vertising mail. Polypropylene plastic. Designer: 
Henrik Preutz. RA W10 3/8xD15 1/4xH12 7/8”. Light 
gray 204.202.03
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1

Enjoy energy-efficient 
cooking with the TILLREDA 
induction cooktop. When 
you're done, you can simply 
stow it away to free up 
some space.

2

3    SUNNERSTA
   mini-kitchen

4

6

5 HÅLLBAR
recycling bin
with lid



Limited warranties
IKEA kitchens are made to stand up to the rough and tumble of every-
day life in your home. Day in, day out, year after year. In fact, we're 
so confident of the quality of your products that we offer generous 
warranties on our kitchens, countertops, appliances and faucets – all 
for free.

In our test labs we open and close SEKTION 
kitchen drawers 200,000 times to make sure 
they can handle everyday kitchen life for at 
least 25 years – with limited warranty for 
free.

The SEKTION kitchen system, sinks and 
pre-cut laminate countertops have a 
25-year limited warranty.

The ENHET kitchen system and kitchen 
faucets have a 10-year limited warranty.

Appliances have a 5-year 
limited warranty.

General information

What is covered by the limited warranty?
The extent of the warranty given for each product 
is described alongside each product.

Duration of limited warranty
Each limited warranty lasts for the number of 
years stated against each product starting from 
the date of purchase.

What will IKEA do to correct the problem?
 IKEA will examine the product and decide if it’s 
covered under this limited warranty IKEA will then, 
at its sole discretion, either repair the defective 
product or replace it with the same or a compar-
able product. In these cases, IKEA will be respon-
sible for the cost of repairs, spare parts, labor and 
travel for repair staff that IKEA incurs, provided 
that the product is accessible for repair without 
IKEA incurring additional expenditure to gain 
access. This will not apply in cases where repair 
work has not been authorized by IKEA. Any de-
fective parts removed in the course of repair work 
will become the property of IKEA. If the item is no 
longer sold by IKEA, IKEA will provide an appropri-
ate replacement. IKEA will decide at its discretion, 
what will constitute a fair replacement.

Conditions for the limited warranties
The limited warranties are valid from the date of 
purchase at IKEA or date of delivery if later. The 
original purchase receipt is required as proof of 
purchase.

Exclusions
The limited warranty does not cover custom-made 
countertops and does not apply to products that 
have been stored or assembled incorrectly, used 
inappropriately, abused, misused, altered, or 
cleaned with wrong cleaning methods or wrong 
cleaning products. The limited warranties do not 
cover normal wear and tear, cuts or scratches, 
or damage caused by impacts or accidents. The 
limited warranties do not apply if products have 
been placed outdoors or in a humid environment 
or if the products have been used for non-
domestic purposes (unless otherwise stated). The 
limited warranties do not cover consequential or 
incidental damages.

Care instructions
To be able to rely on this limited warranty you 
need to follow the specific care instructions for 
every product. You can find all care instructions at 
the IKEA stores and on the IKEA website: IKEA.ca.

General legal rights
This limited warranty gives you specific legal 
rights. It does not, in any way, affect the rights 
given to you by law. Items excluded from the IKEA 
free limited warranties will still be covered by the 
rights given to you by law.

How to reach us if you need service:
For any furniture products, contact your local 
IKEA store. You can find the address and phone 
number at IKEA.ca. For appliances you will find 
the contact number for service in the use-and-
care guide that comes with each appliance. Save 
your sales receipt as proof of purchase. Proof of 
purchase is required for the limited warranties to 
be valid. To find out more, pick up the limited war-
ranty booklets at your local store.

 
 

Product limited warranty 
SEKTION kitchen system
25-year limited warranty

What products are covered under this limited 
warranty?
This warranty applies to domestic kitchen use only 
and covers defects in materials and workmanship.
This warranty covers all of the following parts of 
the SEKTION kitchen system: • Cabinets (except 
TORNVIKEN and VADHOLMA)  • Fronts • UTRUSTA 
hinges • MAXIMERA fully extending drawers  
• UTRUSTA shelves • Toekicks • Legs • Cover panels  
• Deco strips/mouldings • Pre-cut countertops • 
Wall panels • Sinks except FYNDIG.

Products not covered under this limited 
warranty:
UTRUSTA wire baskets, the TORNVIKEN series and 
the VADHOLMA series have a 10-years warranty.
UTRUSTA electric push opener has a 5-year 
warranty. 

Products not covered under 25-, 10- or 5-years 
warranty:
Custom made Quartz and Laminate countertops, 
knobs, handles, KNOXHULT kitchen, SUNNERSTA 
kitchen and FYNDIG sink.

Product limited warranty 
ENHET kitchen system
10-year limited warranty

This limited warranty applies to domestic kitchen 
use only and covers defects in materials and work-
manship. This warranty covers all the following 
parts of ENHET kitchen system: • Cabinets • Open 
frames • Fronts • Hinges • Drawers • Shelves • Legs 
• Accessories (Swivel shelf, hanging shelf insert, 
rail for hooks and hooks).

Appliances 
5-year limited warranty

How long is the IKEA limited warranty valid?
This limited warranty is valid for five (5) years from 
the date of purchase. TILLREDA and LAGAN ap-
pliances have a two (2) year warranty, valid from 
the original date of purchase. When this major ap-
pliance is operated and maintained according to 
instructions for use attached to or furnished with 
the product. This limited warranty is valid only in 
the United States and Canada and applies only 
when the major appliance is used in the country 
in which it was purchased. Outside the 50 United 
States and Canada, this limited warranty does not 
apply. Proof of original purchase date is required 
to obtain service under this limited warranty. 

What does this limited warranty cover?
The limited warranty will pay for factory specified 
parts and repair labor to correct defects in materi-
als or workmanship that existed when the major 
appliance was purchased.

Which major appliances are not covered by the 
IKEA five (5) year limited warranty?
For major appliances named “TILLREDA” and 
“LAGAN”, a limited warranty is valid for two (2) 
years from the date of purchase. 

What will be done to correct the problem?
The designated service company will examine the 
product and decide, at its sole discretion, if it is 

covered under this limited warranty. If considered 
covered, the designated service company will then 
repair the defect. Your sole and exclusive remedy 
under this limited warranty shall be product repair 
as provided herein. Within the warranty period, 
the costs to remedy the fault e.g. repairs, parts,
labour and travel will be covered, provided that 
the appliance is accessible for repair without 
special expenditure.

What is not covered under this limited 
warranty?
• Service calls to correct the installation of your 
major appliance, to instruct you on how to use 
your major appliance, to replace or repair house 
fuses, or to correct house wiring or plumbing.
• Service calls to repair or replace appliance light 
bulbs, air filters or water filters. Consumable parts 
are excluded from warranty coverage.
• Replacement parts or repair labor if this major 
appliance is used for other than normal, single-
family household use or when it is used in a man-
ner that is contrary to published user or operator 
instructions and/or installation instructions.
• Damage resulting from accident, alteration, 
misuse, abuse, fire, flood, acts of God, improper 
installation, installation not in accordance with 
electrical or plumbing codes, or use of consum-
ables or cleaning products not approved for use.
• Cosmetic damage, including scratches, dents, 
chips or other damage to the finish of your major 
appliance, unless such damage results from de-
fects in materials or workmanship and is reported 
within 30 days from the date of purchase.
• Any food loss due to refrigerator or freezer 
product failures.
• Pick up and delivery. This major appliance is 
intended to be repaired in your home.
• Repairs to parts or systems resulting from un-
authorized modifications made to the appliance.
• Expenses for travel and transportation for 
product service if your major appliance is located 
in a remote area where service by an authorized 
servicer is not available.
• The removal and re-installation of your major ap-
pliance if it is installed in an inaccessible location 
or is not installed in accordance with published 
installation instructions.
• Replacement parts or repair labor on major ap-
pliances with original model/serial numbers that 
have been removed, altered or cannot be easily 
determined. This warranty is void if the factory 
applied serial number has been altered or 
removed from your major appliance.
• The cost of repair or replacement under these 
excluded circumstances shall be 
borne by the customer.

Kitchen faucets
10-year limited warranty

What is covered under this limited warranty?
The 10-year limited warranty is valid for all kitchen 
faucets at IKEA. This limited warranty covers de-
fects in materials and workmanship. This limited 
warranty applies to domestic use only. 

Which kitchen faucets are not covered under 
this warranty?
KALLSJÖN pillar faucet have a two (2) year war-
ranty, valid from the date of purchase.

What is not covered under this limited 
warranty?
This limited warranty does not apply if the prod-
ucts have been used in a corrosive environment.
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You can do it yourself, 
but you don’t have to...
Our broad service offer gives you the freedom to decide how much 
you want to do yourself and how much you want us to do for you. Find 
below the different services that we can offer to help and support you. 
Visit IKEA.ca/KitchenServices

Kitchen planning
Even on big projects, the little things matter. 
Discuss your ideas with our team of design pro-
fessionals and we’ll help nail them down in detail.

Measuring
If you prefer, we carefully measure the space and 
check everything, from the placement of 
windows, doors and power sources, to the ma-
terial and condition of the walls.

Delivery
Whether you’re shopping in store or online, 
and no matter how big the purchase, we’ll do 
the heavy lifting and bring it to your preferred 
location.

Click and collect
Save time on your next shopping trip. Submit 
your order online, and we'll have it ready to pick 
up when you arrive.

Installation
Need a little help or a lot? We offer a range of 
installation options, so just choose the service 
level you need and we’ll come and get things up 
and running.

Return policy
It’s OK to change your mind. You’ve got 365 
days to return any product in new and unused 
condition.

66 Services

Read more about IKEA services 
at IKEA.ca/KitchenServices
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UPPDATERA
Cutlery trays. Rounded corners makes it easy to clean
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